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Well! It’s always said that a good start is half done. Similarly the senior
students of Global business School had their orientation as a good start
while they enter their 3rd semester. The orientation function was conducted
on 26.8.2014 in the GBS auditorium with a lot of mixture which included
games, activities, dance and other events.
This orientation was wholly sponsored and conducted by the Idea Cellular
team with the support of Global Business School. The team started their
execution through segregating the seniors into two equal teams i.e.
Pumpkin Pumpkin’s and Honey Boney’s and various nourishing events
such as:
 Written Quiz Competition: This was the first event held by the team.
It had questions in relation to various fields that a layman should
know and as management students it was even more important.
There were a set of 15 questions answered by all the senior students
 Information cum Vocal Quiz Competition: The coordinator of the
Idea team orally gave various information regarding the entire Idea
cellular company and later 6 participants from each team were called
and asked 3 questions each regarding the information given
 Craziest Wish: All the students were asked to name one craziest
thing or wish to say immediately and yes it was witnessed that
various craziest and funny ideas were received
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 An advice to Mr. Narendra Modi and Ms. Alia bhat: This event
consisted of giving one advice to Prime Minister Narendra Modi and
Alia Bhat. Various relevant ideas were given by all students
 Paper Dance: From each team 3 groups consisting of 2 members each
were called for a paper dance. Here the students as a pair were
supposed to dance on papers and after each round the size of papers
were reduced. Winners were the ones who danced in the minimized
paper till the end.
All the winners were awarded with a pen and key chain sponsored
by Idea. Hence overall the event was an outstanding success.

- Ruben Stanley
(Student Participant)
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